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Abstract

Background: Atmospheric plasma jet has different medical applications due to its low temperature at room temperature. 
In recent years, the effect of nonthermal plasmas on cancer cells has been studied, and it has been shown that this type 
of plasma has anti-proliferative effects on cancer cells.
Objectives: To design a plasma jet handpiece, which can be used in cutting operations in less bleeding surgery, 
eliminating cancer cells without damage to healthy cells and reducing the duration of wound healing.
Methods: The plasma handpiece simply consists of a nozzle body and two cathode and anode electrodes and a fully 
insulated body against heat and high voltage. Argon is introduced into the handpiece, and by plasma treatment, it is 
used for special purposes. Each piece was made according to its own manufacturing process and by assembling; the 
final product of the atmospheric plasma jet handpiece was ready for testing. The jet pipeline was then tested, and the 
effective parameters were examined.
Results: The cold atmospheric plasma jet length depends on factors such as power supply, applied voltage, gas flow 
rate and the distance between the electrodes. The results showed with increasing velocity, the flame and jet lengths 
decreased greatly due to high losses of plasma, including ions and electrons. Also with increasing the velocity of argon 
gas, its concentration decreased.
Conclusions: It is concluded that the performance of the proposed design is successful. The advantages include 
low-cost manufacturing, highly stable performance, and low erosion and can be considered for future development.
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Nowadays, with the appearance of new methods in curative 
medicine, increasing the efficiency and reducing the cost of 
energy and technology, both medical and nonmedical, has 
become the focus of interest. Plasma science is receiving 
increasing interest from the researchers in these areas. The 
unique nature of plasma has made it widely used in industry 
and medicine [1]. Plasma is one of the four main phases of a 

matter; in other words, quasi-neutral gas of charged particles 
provides collective behavior. The other three phases are solid, 
liquid, and gas. The term “plasma” refers to ionized gas, all 
or a significant portion of its atoms lost one or more electrons 
and turned into positive ions [2].

The passage of electric current from inside an ionized 
gas leads to a phenomenon called gaseous discharges. This 
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phenomenon is the most common method of plasma pro-
duction. At present, the focus has been given on atmospheric 
pressure plasma due to its simplicity and low cost than low-
pressure plasma [3].

This type of plasma is non-equilibrium; in other words, 
there is no local thermodynamic equilibrium and content of 
hot electrons and cold ions and neutral species in the room 
temperature range [4]. From a macroscopic point of view, this 
is cold plasma. The importance of cold atmospheric pressure 
air plasma makes it possible to use in the processing of mate-
rials susceptible to heat and living tissue in the industry and 
medicine [5]. One type of cold atmospheric pressure plasma 
is plasma jet. In the contact of plasma with the surface of the 
material, energy is transferred from the plasma and secondary 
reactions occur at the surface of the material. Plasma surgery 
techniques, such as coagulation or withdrawal, are primarily 
based on the deadly effects of plasma on living systems. To 
achieve the selective effects and avoid the specific hazards, 
plasma torches should include characteristic components, and 
it is necessary to know how to control them by external work 
parameters [6].

Plasma jets include a nozzle with one or two electrodes. 
The plasma is generated inside the nozzle and transmitted by a 
gas stream to the bodies. Principally, the differences between 
all these plasma jets are in the configuration of the electrode, 
electrode material, the type of gas, frequency, and the amount 
of applied voltage. The plasma handpiece simply includes a 
plasma jet that can be taken by the hand. The gas is converted 
to plasma by passing through the electrodes and is used for 
various applications [7].

The advantage of plasma with low temperature is the high 
UV intensity. This radiation has a high microbicidal effect. 
Many reactions occur in the plasma due to different mecha-
nisms of sterilization. These reactions include ultraviolet 
irradiation, reactive species, and the eruption of charged par-
ticles and spot heat distribution. The degree of penetration of 
these rays is limited [8]. The plasma technology is a desirable 
method for modifying surface properties. About the plasma 
advantage compared to ultraviolet ray generators, gas can 
penetrate the gaps. The potential benefits of non-heat plasma 
technology are that ultraviolet radiation, radicals, and other 
reactive species can affect microbes from anywhere in the 
plasma. Cold plasma produces high microbial effects by pro-
ducing ultraviolet rays, causing small chemical changes and 
can be used in the food industry [9].

Atmospheric plasma jet has different medical applications 
due to its low temperature at room temperature. The plasma 
jet interaction with cells and living tissues of the body can 
be utilized in procedures such as sterilization, wound healing, 
and cancer treatment. In recent years, the effect of nonther-
mal plasmas on cancer cells has been studied, and it has been 

shown that this type of plasma has anti-proliferative effects on 
cancer cells [10].

Materials and methods

Designing is known for obtaining optimal solutions for 
the invention of industrial machines and machines. Design 
methods are done in a systematic method, and finding the 
solutions does not occur accidentally.

Despite the widespread use of torches, the process and 
arc limitations are considered major issues for its application. 
One of the main factors for this limitation is the lack of recog-
nition and control of the arc dynamics inside the torch and the 
anode corrosion effect on plasma jet forces. The presence of 
geometry and symmetric boundary conditions, the gas flow is 
an intrinsic three-dimensional. Moreover, any arc movement 
will have a significant effect on the torch and jet output flow.

The arc dynamics resulting from the balancing of the drag 
force generated from the interactions of the incoming gas flow 
along the arc and the Lorentz electromagnetic force generated 
from the local curvature of the arc is continuously displaced in 
the anode wall. The arc length is proportional to the number of 
voltage fluctuations.

 
   

ρΕ + ×F = J B  (1)

It can be said that there is a direct relationship between the 
flow density and the Lorentz force. The generated arc is cons-
tantly inclined to reshape and reconnect, and one of its causes 
is the presence of Lorentz force. This force in the case of local 
arc curvature plays an important role. Because of the diverse 
shape of the arc, the Lorentz force creates an angular momen-
tum that agrees or disagrees with arc coupling. Paschen’s law 
about the electrical discharge of gases, which states the neces-
sary voltage for the electrical breakdown of a gas placed in a 
uniform field, is a nonlinear function of the gas pressure and 
the distance between the electrodes. 

  Vb = f (p.d) (2)

Paschen’s law curve determines that the voltage break-
down of a given gas is placed at a distance between the elec-
trodes of a uniform field with a specific material, which is a 
function of the gas pressure and the distance between the elec-
trodes [11]. The validity of Paschen’s law is shown in a wide 
range of PD values. Nevertheless, in relatively large values 
of PD, it is seen, in some cases, that the voltage breakdown 
is lower in the same values of PD with larger distance. On the 
other hand, at very low pressures, the invalidity of Paschen’s 
law has been observed. In these pressures, the voltage break-
down does not depend on the characteristics of the gas but 
depends on the purity and properties of the electrodes. The 
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plasma torch is the most critical element of plasma-processing 
equipment. The design of electrodes is the main factor in the 
performance of most torches, measuring current and operating 
power over its lifetime. It is difficult to describe the arc and 
electrode interactions due to different physical phenomena 
within a range of parameters, such as in various pressures, cur-
rents, and densities. Different structures of the electrode are, 
therefore, used for various applications [12]. The thermionic 
cathodes include a wider range of arc flows, and it preferred 
the cold cathode in designs due to the dominance of field emis-
sion. As can be seen in Figure 1, the cathode is placed in the 
plasma jet as a copper rod at an adjustable distance from the 
annular anode.

From the material behavior’s point of view, the anode 
should be selected from the kind of electron absorber to allow 
for continuity of flow and cathode generates the additional 
electrons for the arc. The thermionic cathodes provide high-
temperature electrons for producing a large number of elec-
tron emissions. Usually, strengthen materials are required in 
the form of bars, and materials with a lower functionality are 
added to increase the electron emission in lower temperatures 
of cathodes. Experimental results indicate that the geometry 
of electrodes can significantly affect the erosion rate and arc 
stability [13]. Also, electrodes with an acute head shape can 
suitably affect the stable discharge. The nozzle is essentially 
a part of a plasma torch with a high heat load. The nozzle is 
exposed to the hot plasma, radiation, Joule heating, ion bom-
bardment, and also under electric arc occurrence. The elect-
rode is cooled by the convection, while the nozzle is heated by 
the convection. When the cold nonplasma gas flows are passed 
through the cathode and entered into the ionized electrical arc, 
it is heated intensely, and this hot plasma gas flow with a con-
vective phenomenon exited from the crater the nozzle [14].

Figure 1. The manufactured handpiece (left) and its cathode and anode of plasma core (right)

The high-temperature plasma flow heats the anode by 
the radiation. However, this heating effect is usually negligi-
ble than other factors. Also, anodic hot spots can radiate the 
nozzle’s heat to a colder gas around the nozzle. Joule heating 
is an important source of anode heating, but not as much as the 
heating effect in the cathode. The most important sources of 
heat transfer to the anode are ion bombardment and electric arc 
impact. Similar to the cathode that absorbs positive ions and 
converts their kinetic energy to heat energy, the heat is genera-
ted in the nozzle that absorbs the negative ions. The nozzle is 
cooled by the convection phenomenon, thermal conductivity, 
and radiation [15].

Results

By finalizing the design, all parts were made. The argon as 
suitable gas for the plasma process is selected due to inef-
fectualness, tastelessness, and inodorous. The argon is very 
neutral and not combined with any other gas and dissolved in 
the water rarely. In addition, argon is much more suitable than 
other gases because it greatly reduces the oxidation process of 
the cathode and the anode.

The dependence of jet length on applied voltage

The cold atmospheric plasma jet length depends on factors 
such as power supply, applied voltage, gas flow rate, and the 
distance between the electrodes. In this test, all parameters keep 
constant and only voltage value changes and are addressed its 
effect on the jet length. By assembling the system and testing, 
the breakdown occurs in a voltage of 2.5 kV (Figure 2). From 
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Figure 2. The gas breakdown inside the nozzle

Figure 3. Graph of plasma jet length vs. voltage (A) and gas flux (B)
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observations, it is found that by increasing the voltage, the jet 
length increases and, in an extreme state, reaches to threshold 
value due to plasma density stabilization in the beam elec-
tric discharge mode (Figure 3). In the continual increasing 
of voltage, the plasma state turns from the beam to the arc, 
and the plasma converts from the cold plasma to hot plasma, 
which is not desirable. Gas flow is constant at 8 l/min.

The dependence of the jet length on the gas flux

The amount of gas flux is an affecting factor on the plasma 
jet. By voltage 4.5 kV, experiments are performed to measure 
the effect of the gas flux on the plasma jet. Starting by the 
zero for gas flow, with the gradual increase in the velocity of 
gas flow, it is shown the jet length reaches to the threshold 
state. This behavior can be attributed to two main factors. 
First, at higher velocities, excited atoms, ions, and molecu-
les emitting photons make a long distance before relaxation 
due to the return of the disturbed system to balance state. 
Second, at higher velocities, fluid pressure also decreases; as 
a result, the free mean distance increases slightly and leads 
to an increase in the energy relaxation length. Both proces-
ses lead to an increase in the plasma jet length (Figure 3). 
On the other hand, as the velocity increases, flame and jet 
length decreases sharply due to high losses of plasma, inclu-
ding ions and electrons. The results of the tests showed that 
by increasing the rate of argon gas flux, its concentration 
decreases. By a very high increase of gas flux, the jet length 
reduces because the plasma will not have the opportunity to 
recover between the electrodes and the gas flow will be tur-
bulent.

Conclusion

In this work, the characteristics of an atmospheric plasma jet 
were first introduced. Then, the handpiece that was fitting 
this plasma was designed. The lightweight and ergonomic 
design, insulating against the high-voltage current, durable 
and beautiful body, was analyzed. After construction, it has 
been explained that jet length is one of the important factors 
in the processing of surfaces. The atmospheric plasma jet 
length depends on factors such as the electrodes voltage and 
the exhaust gas intensity. In this study, failure occurred at a 
voltage of 2.5 kV. Further, the flame length increased with 
increasing voltage, and due to stabilizing, the plasma density 
in a beam discharge mode, the jet length threshold occurred in 
particular voltage value. As more applied voltage, the plasma 
mode changed and turned from beam to arc. It was observed 

that with the increase in the voltage, jet length increased. It 
was also observed that with the increase in the velocity of the 
gas flow, the jet length reached the threshold state. This beha-
vior can be attributed to two main factors. First, at a higher 
velocity, excited atoms, ions, and molecules emitting photons, 
travel longer distances before relaxation. At higher velocities, 
the fluid pressure also decreased, and as a result, the free dis-
tance increased slightly and led to increasing the energy’s rela-
xation length. Both of these processes led to an increase in the 
plasma jet length. On the other hand, with increasing velocity, 
the flame, and jet lengths decreased greatly due to high losses 
of plasma, including ions and electrons. The results showed 
that with increasing the velocity of argon gas, its concentration 
decreased. This study concluded based on the result achieved, 
the performance of the proposed design is successful. The 
advantages include low-cost manufacturing, highly stable per-
formance, and low erosion; they can make considerations for 
future development.
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